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Playgirl Romance)
Two years have passed since Frederica joined
Gaston aboard the Ocean’s Knave, and with
every passing hour they have fallen more deeply
in love. By day she is the ship’s physician, but at
night she serves her captain in his bed, offering
her body for him to punish and pleasure until
she begs for more. But after a successful run of
raiding other pirate ships, the couple have a
target on their backs. Their only hope is to form
an alliance with a trio of like-minded captains,
but in order to guarantee the cooperation of
these unyielding, battle-hardened men, Gaston is
forced to offer them a night with Frederica.
Reluctantly, she agrees to be shared with the
men, but afterwards Gaston finds it difficult to
forgive himself for bartering Frederica’s charms.
As jealousy and desperation threaten to
consume him, will Gaston lose his beloved
Frederica or can he weather the storm and find a
way to bind her to him forever? keywords: pirate
romance novel, dominant hero romance, heroine
captured, heroine kidnapped, spanking romance,
bondage, BDSM, bodice ripper, kidnap romance
books, historical erotic romance, kidnap
romance books, multiple partners, menage,
historical menage
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A 17-year-old pirate captain INTENTIONALLY
allows herself to get captured by enemy pirates
in this thrilling YA adventure from debut author
Tricia Levenseller.
First He Gave Her A Wicked Kiss . . . Azure-eyed
Alanis was by far the most exquisite treasure
ever claimed by the black pirate known as the
Viper, but his motives went deeper than his
silken promise to ravish the feisty Yorkshire
heiress. Commanding the waters of the
Caribbean was his means to an end: reclaiming
his birthright--and his blood debt against those
who had betrayed him. Then He Gave Her Nights
Of Wicked Pleasure . . . Comfortably betrothed to
a nobleman, Alanis never imagined the heady
emotions involved in the true games of
seduction--games this blackguard seemed to
thoroughly enjoy playing with her. Swept up into
an adventure that soon revealed a gentleman
and kindred spirit beneath the ruthless veneer of
a privateer, Alanis began to soften towards her
enigmatic captor, as her pride and her heart fell
under his erotic spell... "A rich, sweeping,
passionate read. Rona Sharon instantly takes her
place among the romance greats!" —New York
Times bestselling author Rosemary Rogers
Cat-Shifter Paranormal Sci Fi Fantasy Romance
Part of the award winning Qurilixen World by
NYT Bestselling Author Michelle M. Pillow. CatPage 2/30
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shifter Pirate Prince Jarek sails the high sky in
his spaceship doing as he pleases… that is until
intergalactic drug dealers take his pilot hostage.
But the rescue mission goes wrong when,
instead of a crewman, he liberates a woman who
he believes is desperately trying to escape her
captors. Jarek soon discovers he unwittingly
kidnaped a princess. Princess Mei has just
learned her future from a psychic, and it seems
fate is giving her in marriage to a neighboring
ruler. She will do her duty, but first, she wants to
experience an adventure. When the alien pirate
comes to steal, she knows precisely which alpha
male she wants that adventure to be with. About
Lords of the Var Series The cat-shifter princes
were raised to not believe in love, especially love
for one woman, and they will do everything in
their power to live up to their father’s
expectations. Oh, how the mighty will fall. Lords
of the Var series: The Savage King The Playful
Prince The Bound Prince The Rogue Prince The
Pirate Prince Genres: Shapeshifter, Paranormal,
Science Fiction, Fantasy, Fated Mate, Alpha
Male, Alien Romance, futuristic romance,
comedy, shapeshifter romance, cat shifter,
Science Fiction & Fantasy, prince, Dragon
Romance, Shifter Romance, Sci-Fi, Alien
Romance, Paranormal Romance, nobility,
royalty, action and adventure, romantic comedy,
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fantasy, sci-fi, First Contact, hea, humorous
romance, romantic adventure, sfr, space
exploration, wereitger, tiger shifter, kick ass
heroine, futuristic, first contact romance, big cat,
big cat romance, dragon shifter, kick butt chick,
multicultural, asian, interracial, space
exploration, kidnapped prince, space romance,
space opera adventure, space adventure,
galactic romance, galactic quest, space pirates,
pirate, pirate romance A Qurilixen World Novel
The Qurilixen World is an extensive collection of
paranormal, fantasy, and science fiction
romance novels by award-winning author,
Michelle M. Pillow, and includes several series
installments: Dragon Lords, Lords of the Var,
Space Lords, Captured by a Dragon-shifter,
Galaxy Alien Mail Order Brides, Dynasty Lords,
Qurilixen Lords, and more.
The Countess's Client/Devoured/Dreamer/The
Pirate's Tale/Acting The Part/Her Lord And
Master/Mirror, Mirror/Reason Enough/The Flower
Arrang
Daughter of the Pirate King
Pirate's Pleasure
Adult Pirate Erotic History
Bound by the Buccaneer
The Pirate Ruse
He lost everything . . . but his duty to her brought him
back to life. Innkeeper Oriana Thorpe is a
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smuggler’s daughter hardened by a legacy she
cannot escape. She has risked everything in her
attempts to do so, including her safety, going so far
as to challenge her evil pirate brother, Charles, in
order to save a lady and her maid from his wrath.
Determined to atone for his villainy, Oriana decides
to distribute the blood money he left behind to the
widows and orphans living nearby. As threatening
letters promising retribution begin to arrive from
Charles, she suspects one or more of her customers
may be her despicable brother’s spies. And when
one haunted man promises to protect her, she finds
herself taking the greatest risk of all—falling in love.
Captain Pierce Walsingham should have died when
his ship was destroyed by the notorious smuggler
Captain Carnage. Instead, Pierce was pulled from
the water by the Robin Hood of Cornwall, a pirate
known only as the Black Regent. In gratitude, Pierce
accepts the Regent’s offer to take over the man’s
role, allowing his name to be added to the list of the
dead and vowing to protect the beautiful innkeeper
who saved his sister Chloe’s life. Unfortunately,
Oriana is also Carnage’s next of kin, and the
smuggler has sworn vengeance against her and
Chloe. While there is no cause dearer to Pierce’s
heart than stopping Carnage, the task won’t be
easy. Strategic allegiances have replenished his
enemy’s power at sea, and he’s moving ever closer
to enacting his revenge. Now Pierce must find a way
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to defeat Carnage, all while fighting his desire for the
resilient woman who fiercely defends her roost.
She could only make primal noises in response as
the Pirate went deeper... When Ivy strikes a deal to
marry the leader of an opposing pirate army, it brings
the end of a multi-year conflict. However, she must
travel across the English Channel to France, and the
imposing fortress of Lord Beaufort of Auvergne. Her
new husband is muscular, hung and loves to spank
his new property, and all she can do is experience
the pleasure and the pain of her new status.
Make a Wish. Listen to Your Heart. End the Devil’s
Life… As the crew reach the shores of England, the
power of a wish weighs heavy on Dianna’s
shoulders. What should be a simple task snowballs
into an endless pit of questions and second guesses
as Dianna’s yet to mutter the words that will finally
put an end to their formidable journey. Find her
mother before Maria Cobham ends her life. The
mission is simple, yet so much stands in the way.
Including Roselyn Wallace, queen of the port and an
old friend from Henry’s past. Time after time, Dianna
reluctantly crosses paths with the tall, dark beauty
until she finds herself in a world of trouble. Can she
dig her way out before everything she’s worked for
falls apart? Or will the world Dianna loves wash
away with the unforgiving tides? Fans of
OUTLANDER and PIRATES OF THE CARRIBEAN
give praise for The Siren’s Call!
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Alicia has an adventurous side to her that was
unacceptable in the 1700s, but this didn’t stop her.
Blessed with beauty and love of life, she met her
handsome captain, Arnold. Their adventures and
dreams expanded into five beautiful talented
daughters. Their third daughter, Aurora, was blessed
and cursed with both her parents love of life and
thirst for the sea. Her story is shared here.
Pirate's Take What They Want
Only With Your Love
Swept Away By a Kiss
Redbeard the Pirate
Love and Space Pirates Book Three
Jenny decides, unwillingly, to sell her houseboat to be
able to finance her anthropological research project in
Malaysia. At first there doesn‘t seem to be any
potential buyers, but one day as she stands outside,
painting the boat, a handsomely dressed man shows
up to look at the boat. But the boat is not the only
thing he‘s admiring... He seems genuinely interested,
and Jenny soon realizes that she is more interested in
his body than his money... This short story is published
in collaboration with the Swedish filmproducer Erika
Lust. Her intention is to depict human nature and
diversity through stories of passion, intimacy, lust and
love in a fusion of powerful stories and erotica. Olrik is
an erotic auhtor who has written a number of erotic
short stories. Other stories by the author are Dirty
Doctor, The Nymph and the Fauns, Spanish Summer,
The Red Diamond and The Game with Mr. X.
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The Mediterranean isn’t safe. An irritating fact to be
sure, but that won’t stop Prince Anteros from showing
his new wife around his Mediterranean island of
Paradiso. His island borders the volatile sea where the
Barbary corsairs reign, or at least they did reign. He
now does, and he won’t allow any corsair to step foot
on his land. Unfortunately, it appears one corsair has,
as well as now stolen his wife right out from under his
nose. That corsair clearly has a death wish. Furious,
Anteros sets out to engage in a battle like no other. He
intends on destroying the man who has gotten in his
way, retrieve the woman he loves then ensure every
single enemy he has (of which he has plenty)
understands the brutal lengths he’ll go to, to keep his
loved ones safe. Death wishes, hopefully, can be dealt
with. Come and join in the adventure. You will love
Her Pirate Prince, because this prince can’t help but
follow his pirate tendencies. Get it now and escape to
the high seas where anything goes. Each book in this
series is standalone, and can be enjoyed out of
sequence. REGENCY BRIDES SERIES: The Duke’s
Bride, #1 The Earl’s Bride, #2 The Wartime Bride, #3
The Earl’s Secret Bride, #4 The Prince’s Bride, #5 Her
Pirate Prince, #6 Chased by the Corsair, #7 Stolen by
the Pirate, #8 Historical romance, regency romance,
regency romance, 1800s, historical regency romance,
regency, regency series, aristocracy, london, england,
duke, royalty, victorian, victorian romance, historical
victorian romance, historical regency romance, bride,
lords, forbidden love, love, romance, brother's best
friend, series book, wholesome and clean, steamy
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romance, steamy ebook, steamy novel, steamy
historical romance, steamy historical regency
romance, steamy series, bride, prince, princess,
duchess, loyal lady, lady, sea story, high seas, pirate,
corsairs, kidnapping, kidnap, sea battle,
mediterranean, pirate romance, prince and princess,
prince romance, prince regency.
Growing up on a pirate ship full of horny men isn’t is a
hard task for a young girl - Fuchsia but shows talent
and enthusiasm, she is choosing her lovers wisely and
takes disappointments with grace! When her father
dies she is confronted with the choice of serving the
new captain or to jump off board - Fuchsia proved
herself a heroine and she wins the love she deserves . .
.
An anthology of short erotic fiction, featuring stories
by Letty James, Amanda Mcintyre, Kate Austin, Megan
Hart, Jennifer Dale, Eva Cassel, Grace D'otare, Alison
Richardson, and Adelaide Cole.
Christmas Wedding Belles
Saving the Space Pirate
Caged
Pleasing the Pirate
The Pirate's Kiss\A Smuggler's Tale\The Sailor's Bride
Jenny the Pirate - Sexy erotica
A Victorian beauty finds passion...with
the man who may have murdered her
father.Madeleine Russell, the beautiful
daughter of a shipping magnate, counted on
marrying a wealthy husband. Then her
father's disgrace and death left her with
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no dowry and no suitor. But Maddy and her
sisters fully intend to restore their good
name. Their first step: find the villain
who framed their family. One of her
father's captains, a notorious former
pirate, becomes a prime suspect. When
Maddy joins the captain's household
disguised as his newest servant, her darkeyed, charismatic employer soon develops
his own agenda: seduction...Captain Thomas
Morgan spent most of his life amassing
vast riches and respectability...and
keeping his gypsy roots a secret. Now, he
just needs to marry his prim, polished
fian'ce...and resist his intriguing new
housemaid. A pirate never falls in love,
he reminds himself. As mutual deception
leads Maddy and the captain into uncharted
territory, the truth could anchor them to
terrible heartache...or to passion beyond
their wildest dreams.
(Novella of 31,000 words.) Beware of the
Pirate Prince is the sweet/tame version of
Her Pirate Prince. My dearest Anteros, As
the daughter of an English earl, I grew up
sheltered and protected, then I became
your bride, the wife of a prince born with
untold secrets and untold pirate
tendencies. Luckily, I adore both the
prince you are, and the devious pirate
that simmers under your skin. Unluckily,
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you’ve enraged your enemies, and now your
greatest enemy, the Dey of Algiers, is
forcing you into a battle unlike any
you’ve ever fought. He has now captured me
and made me the bait in his vile game to
lure you to Algiers. Please, you must find
me, rescue me, and eliminate the threat
he’s become to our family and our people.
You must do so without getting either of
us killed, because more than anything, I
adore being your wife, and wish to remain
so. Be safe and take all care. Forever
yours, Olivia. Each book in this series is
standalone, and can be enjoyed out of
sequence. SWEET REGENCY TALES SERIES The
Duke Who Stole My Heart, #1 The Earl I
Adore, #2 To Love During War, #3 My Secret
and the Earl, #4 The Prince Who Captured
Me, #5 Beware of the Pirate Prince, #6 My
Infamous Corsair, #7 Must Love Pirates, #8
Rhain Morgan is desperate to leave London
and move his ailing sister to a climate
that will save her life, so he books
passage to their Caribbean plantation on
the only available ship, captained by
Alastair Breckenridge. Rhain fights his
attraction to the alluring captain who
looks and acts like a pirate, but the
man's fairness wins Rhain over. The trip
that once seemed endless is now too
short.For years, Alastair held people away
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from his heart, until Rhain. Finally
admitting his feelings to himself, he
tries to convince Rhain to stay on board,
but it's all in vain.Despite his own
burgeoning feelings for Alastair, Rhain
wants to prove himself and refuses to let
go of his dream of making a home for his
sister and himself on their plantation.
But as Alastair's ship sails away, Rhain
is left alone to make the best of
disastrous circumstances and overwhelmed
by regret, nurses his broken heart.When
all seems lost, could they dare hope for a
second chance to set things right and love
again?
Redbeard the Pirate is a satirical story
about the former sailors and officers of a
moth-balled WW II destroyer who become
bored with their post-war lives and who,
on one dark night, steal their old ship
and put to sea to become modern day
gentleman pirates. There are many exciting
adventures, action and comedy at every
turn of the page. These men soon establish
a nation on an island in the South
Pacific, and are admitted to the United
Nations to become a new force in world
affairs. But the Navy is looking for them
and wants their ship back. The problem is
dealt with in a very surprising turn of
events.What they say about Best Selling
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Author Harrison Edward Livingstone's
novels and non-fiction:"A triumph!"-The
New York Times about David Johnson Passed
Through Here, under the pen name of John
Fairfield.About The Wild Rose: "A
foursquare sea novel in the tradition of
Herman Melville"-Prof. William Alfred,
Harvard University."Very good
writing"-Publisher's Weekly"Monumental
Investigation!"-The Guardian"Case
Reopened! Killing The Truth contains
plenty of new evidence. Even more readable
and exciting than his last best
seller."-Kirkus Reviews"Gusty no one
should miss his summary of the hard
evidence for a conspiracy."-Times (London)
An other unbeliavable Adventure from the
Master of erotic Fiction!
Beware of the Pirate Prince
Historical Public Humiliation Romance
Pirate Tycoon, Forbidden Baby
Pirates of Passion
The Pirate's Daughter
What happens when a lady smuggler meets a
ruthless pirate? Caragh Pedrick is used to men on
the wrong side of the law since she runs her Cornish
village's smuggling ring. Fishing no longer feeds
their families in her coastal village, so she puts her
resourcefulness and bravery to use. But she's
unprepared for the pirate captain who captures her
during a raid. Whisked away on a pirate ship, Caragh
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soon discovers that her pirate captain's form of
command is anything but unsavory. Tempted by his
piercing blue eyes and powerful manner, Caragh
finds herself giving in to the Blond Devil. Can Caragh
leave her smuggler's life behind for life on the high
seas? What happens when a pirate captain tries to
tame the fearless woman he mistakes for a lad?
Rowan MacNeil was forced from his home on the
island of Barra and into a life of piracy. Now the
captain of his own ship, Rowan expects obedience
from the minx he unwittingly captures. When he
raids the quiet village of Bedruthen Steps, Rowan
decides Caragh, dressed as a lad, would make a fine
cabin boy, but it's not long before Rowan discovers
the curves that lay beneath her disguise. While he
likes her spirit, his palm itches to lay down the law
with the woman who's invaded his cabin and his life.
The question is: will she give in to the Blond Devil?
When misunderstanding and distrust threaten his
burgeoning relationship, Rowan must put his faith in
his lady smuggler. With a choice to make, Caragh
must decide if she can forgive her pirate lover and
make a new life with him. Can Rowan put his painful
past behind him to save his burgeoning
relationship? Can she curb her independent spirit in
exchange for an adventurous new love? Pirates of
the Isles is a STEAMY series where lust and love
become tangled when pirates and their ladies toe the
line between pain and pleasure. Travel to the
Hebrides and the coast of Scotland as these pirates
pillage and plunder not only villages and ships but
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the women fearless enough to take them on. Each
book can be read as a standalone, but many
characters appear throughout the series. This
passionate love story is ready to go up in flames. It
contains adult scenes with explicit content. If this
type of material offends you, please do not
download.
Celia Vallerand fears for her life as she stares into
the deep, arresting eyes of the dashing man who
purchased her from the brigands who had abducted
her. But it soon becomes clear that it's her virtue,
not her life, that's in danger. The rugged, powerful
renegade known only as "Griffin" arouses desires in
Celia as dangerous as they are forbidden. And
though she knows she must resist him, she fears
she may be unable to do so. But the magnificent
adventurer is a man trapped in a perilous deception.
And the shocking secrets he guards could deny him
the love of the fair captive lady who has enslaved his
reckless heart.
Elizabeth’s life on a pirate ship changes
dramatically when the older captain has a near death
experience during a run in with government troops.
Tending to his wound afterwards, she makes a
comment about his need to carry on his lineage
before it’s too late. The last thing she expects is for
him to choose her to bear his children! Soon she'll
be publicly claimed, knocked up and in the calloused
hands of the pirate captain. This is an explicit
steamy erotic romance with adult sex scenes set in
the 1800s.
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A few days ago, in a galaxy right here... The earth
faces total annihilation and one young woman signs
up for a mission to rescue humanity. Only she ends
up getting rescued herself, by a gorgeous space
pirate. And the sex is out of this world! Killian
Sharpe, is in over his head. One minute, he's a
notorious space pirate with a price on his head. And
now, he's suddenly become one of the good guys.
How did that happen? He can only think of one
reason – sexy, spunky Ruby Robbins. Ruby is
thrilled that her mission is almost over. Not only will
she have saved her planet, but she'll finally be able
to live happily ever after with the space pirate of her
dreams. But a tragic twist suddenly puts everything
into jeopardy. And it's up to Ruby, with Killian at her
side, to change to world for good this time. She can
only hope they both survive the ordeal... The Ruby
Robbins' Sexy Space Odyssey 3-Part Serial is best
enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Part 1 - Rescued by
the Space Pirate Part 2 - Stolen by the Space Pirate
Part 3 - Saving the Space Pirate
His Pirate
A Lady Undone: The Pirate's Captive (Free,
Historical Romance, Erotic Romance, Romance)
The Pirate, the Girl, and the Panther
Defiled By The Pirates
The Blond Devil of the Sea
Submitting To The French Pirate King's Desires
Enchanted by a Liar... The infamous pirate
Black Garrett learns his much loved
brother had been murdered because of a
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flirtatious chit, the devastating loss
consumes him and he swears revenge.
Tracking down the brazen young wench,
Garrett steals her aboard his grand ship,
planning to ruin her reputation and use
her brutally. Yet, he is greeted by an
innocent beauty. Convinced it is a ruse,
as he rudely kissed her lips and roughly
felt her curves, as he relentlessly
pleasured his captive, he was transformed,
bewitched, brought to a magical shore...
Hypnotized by the infamous outlaw...
Bewildered and betrayed, sable haired
Juliet Stoddard had no idea why the
world's most terrifying outlaw had
kidnapped her, promising a punishment
worse than death. Although she had no
experience with men, he seemed convinced
she was someone she was not, and ignored
her pleas for mercy. Then the blue eyed
beauty felt his hands where no one had
ever touched her before and she nearly
swooned with fear... and something else,
something large and powerful and
previously unimaginable. Hating the rouge
and herself even more, Juliet was
powerless to escape his the sensual web he
spun... Set on the grandest sailing ship
on the seven seas, a ship populated by
hardened, war weary men and a mystical
panther as frightening as his master,
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Juliet is force to join on the secret
mission to save England and realizes too
late, Black Garrett's mysterious powers
were about to save her as well...
Can souls touch through time and hold on
when all odds are against them? Claire
Winslow vacations on an East Coast barrier
island, content with her life and her
potential future—until the illusion of a
man walking the misty shore haunts her.
Then one kiss—a beautiful, soulful, stolen
kiss in the night—and her life changes
forever. Nearly 300 years past, Jack
Porter is in hot pursuit of his kidnapped
wife. Not an easy feat considering the
year is 1718 and the kidnapper is the
notorious pirate Blackbeard aka Edward
Teach. Determined to rescue his wife and
take the pirate’s head in the process,
Jack steals aboard the pirate’s ship to
save her. Entranced sends Jack and Claire
on a wild search through time, not only
for the resolution to a powerful
attraction between them, but also for a
historical artifact that holds the key to
their future happiness—the coveted silverplated chalice made from Blackbeard’s
skull.
The Pirate's Kiss by Nicola Cornick Famous
and feared pirate Daniel de Lancey is
master and commander of the Defiance. Only
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one woman makes him want to swap danger
for desire, sea for seduction.... And with
one Christmas kiss, he will make Lucinda
his bride! A Smuggler's Tale by Margaret
McPhee Masquerading as a smuggler,
society's handsome bad boy, Lord Jack
Holberton, finds himself protecting young
Miss Linden's honor, despite his
reputation. But will this rake keep his
twelfth-night promise and return to claim
her as his own? The Sailor's Bride by
Miranda Jarrett War-ravaged Lieutenant
Lord James Richardson is about to put in
to Naples after a victorious sea battle
that has made him a hero but has left its
mark on his soul. Young and innocent,
Abigail Layton is just the woman to heal
his hardened heart....
From the USA Today bestselling author of
Loving the Earl comes the tale of a
ruthless pirate and the Scottish lass who
fills him with desire for something
greater than plunder. With her clan’s
crops burned and their property
confiscated, Mairi McFadden is desperate
to free her brother from imprisonment so
that he can take his rightful place as
chief. Her only hope is the fierce English
pirate Phin Lockwood, but the buccaneer
laughs at her meager funds. His roving
eyes, however, tell Mairi there’s
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something else he’ll take in exchange for
her brother’s rescue. Though she burns
with hatred for the English, she’ll do
anything to save her clan. The crown has
made it clear that Phin has two choices:
bring in a certain Scottish traitor or
hang. And he’s not about to let a tiny,
whiskey-eyed woman get in his way, even if
she is pointing a gun at him. When Phin
learns that Mairi’s brother is the very
man he seeks, he’s more than willing to
use the lass as bait. But as the moment of
capture draws near, Phin is surprised by
his feelings for the courageous beauty who
has him considering risking his life—for
someone besides himself. Look for all of
Sharon Cullen’s delightful historical
romances: The All the Queen’s Spies
series: WED TO A SPY | BOUND TO A SPY The
Secrets & Seduction series: THE NOTORIOUS
LADY ANNE | LOVING THE EARL | PLEASING THE
PIRATE | HIS SAVING GRACE | SEBASTIAN’S
LADY SPY | THE RELUCTANT DUCHESS The
Highland Pride series: SUTHERLAND’S SECRET
| MACLEAN’S PASSION | CAMPBELL’S
REDEMPTION Praise for Pleasing the Pirate
“A fast-paced, adventure-filled romance .
. . with passion, engaging characters and
a storyline that will capture the reader
throughout. Well done, I loved it!”—My
Book Addiction Reviews “A sizzling, smart
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relationship that evolves beautifully to
capture readers’ hearts as well as their
imaginations . . . Cullen crafts an
engaging romance that is as much a tribute
to the past as it is a tale of two
unlikely lovers.”—RT Book Reviews “The
sexual tension between the two characters
propelled me through most of the
novel.”—The Siren’s Mate “When I finished
the story, my senses were filled—no
emotion spared.”—Booktalk with Eileen
Includes a special message from the
editor, as well as excerpts from other
Loveswept titles.
Opi Battles the Space Pirates
Her Pirate Prince
Never Trust a Pirate
Love and Treachery on the High Seas
The Pirate Prince
Like a Treasure Found: Erotic Tales of
Pirates

When the ship she’s stowed away on is taken
by pirates, tomboy Florence is found
cowering in one of the lifeboats. When it’s
revealed that she is a girl, it catches the eye
of the leader and she is taken to his cabin,
where the dominant and muscular pirate
convinces her that life as a pirate is much
more than just sailing...
The pirate tycoon: Brooding, dangerous hotel
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tycoon André Gauthier has whisked Kira
across the Caribbean Sea to his stunning
island hideaway. He doesn't just want to bed
her with a ruthless passion…he wants
revenge! The kidnapped mistress: One hot
touch has Kira desperate to slip back
between André's sheets! But first she must
tell him that she's having his baby…. André is
convinced Kira betrayed him with his enemy.
He has to uncover the secret she's hiding—if
he's to claim his child!
An unexpected time travel. A seduction dark
and forbidden. A bargain that will change
them both forever. After a nasty breakup
where her boyfriend had the audacity to tell
her she was boring in bed, good girl Lisa
decides to go on a Caribbean vacation with
her best friend. While visiting a pirate
museum, she becomes entrenched in the
story of Captain Cole the Black and how no
one loved him. Her inner romantic wants him
to have his own happily ever after even if he
is a notorious pirate harboring a broken
heart. After trying on a replica necklace in
the museum, Lisa is transported back to the
18th century where she meets Cole the Black
himself in his bedroom - and he awakens
something deep in her soul that has been
dormant for longer than she realizes. Cole the
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Black is a great pirate and a better lover. He
enjoys his freedom on the open sea and in the
bedroom. Raiding ships for treasure and
pillaging uptight, experienced women behind
closed doors is his way of life, and he doesn’t
want it to end. When he encounters Lisa in
his bedroom during a very intimate act with
himself, everything changes. She’s not his
type, and he’s never been more attracted to
anyone the way he is with her. The two
decide to strike a bargain. Despite the fact
that he doesn’t believe in time travel, he’s
willing to give her the necklace and go back
home and she will let him seduce her in a way
she’s never been before. But it’s difficult for
Lisa to trust someone so soon after what
happened before and part of her is terrified
she may actually enjoy what he promises.
Fans of Pirates of the Caribbean and
Outlander are devouring this new historical
time travel romance by Mariah Stone. Scroll
up and 1-click your copy today!
Sworn to avenge his fiance's death, Adam
Trent adopts the role of ruthless "Captain
Spectre," but the handsome daredevil is
distracted from his mission by New Orleans
beauty Lianne Ducharme. Reprint.
A Fable
Pirates of the High Seas
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Strapped Naked To The Mast
Spanked By The Pirate Erotica
Taken by the Pirate Tycoon
My Wicked Pirate

Bestselling author Valerie Bowman sets the
stage in Regency England for her Playful
Brides series, where couples'
misadventures on the way to the altar are
witty, romantic romps based on some of the
world's most beloved plays. The seventh
book in the series, Never Trust a Pirate,
is inspired by Emma Orczy's The Scarlet
Pimpernel. The rules of engagement were
never so scandalous. . . A rumored pirate
and the scurrilous black sheep of his wellto- do family, Cade Cavendish relishes his
world of rebellion, deception, and
seduction. Nothing and no one can hold him
to be the duty-bound, honorable man he is
expected to be. But when an unexpected runin at his twin brother’s estate with a
ravishing, raven-haired maid leads her to
believe he’s actually a viscount, Cade’s
renegade life is thrown wildly off-kilter.
And even though a case of mistaken
identity can be quickly set to rights,
matters of the heart are quite
different... Miss Danielle LaCrosse is
startled to learn that the handsome
gentleman who radiates sin and has the
devil in his eyes is not her employer the
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Viscount, but rather his infamous brother.
A former heiress, orphaned and left
penniless, Danielle has more than a few
secrets of her own. Cade may be skilled at
coaxing even the most hidden desires out
of Danielle but can he earn her trust—and
win her heart—as they embark on an
adventure to confront a dangerous enemy
from both of their pasts . . . and uncover
the identity of the so-called Black Fox
along the way?
Jase Moore is determined to shake Samantha
Magnussen's touch-me-not facade. Could
this ice princess really be out to steal
his sister's new husband? This pirate
tycoon will distract her—the only way he
knows how! Why does this provocative
stranger have such a low opinion of her?
Jase's angry contempt gets under
Samantha's protective shell. While his
voice—dark and full of unspoken sinful
promise—storms her heart and offers
temptation too hard to resist….
Leaving England behind her to join her
brother on a Jamaican sugar plantation,
Sybilla Thornton falls for American pirate
Gavin Broderick, a man who is determined
to have the British lady all to himself.
Original.
Fact 384 - Pirates aren't princes, they're
extortionists. I never claimed to be
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perfect, so when the feds showed up, there
was only one choice. Run. Turns out my
plan wasn't fool proof. One tiny, little,
accidental murder lands me in hot water
not just with the human government, but
with the elven equivalent of the CIA. No
one ever said I was lucky. Shipped off
planet, blackmailed, and forced to bootleg
for a secret organization is the least of
my problems compared to the sexy villains
hot on my heels. They don't know it yet,
but I'm going to take them down. Messing
with a southern belle with a criminal past
was their first mistake. Their second?
Giving me a weapon. Fact 451 - Don't get
made, get even. If you can't get enough of
books by K.F. Breene, Annette Marie,
Jennifer L. Armentrout, Jaymin Eve, Laura
Thalassa, Marissa Meyer, T. A. White,
Pippa DaCosta, Leia Stone, Kelly St.
Clare, and Michael Anderle then dive into
the COMPLETE series Aliens and Alchemists.
Aliens and Alchemists series: - YA Sci-Fi
Fantasy - Enemies to Lovers - Alpha Males
- Alien Romance - Space Pirates Paranormal Agency - Space Opera
The Pirate's Duty
The Siren's Call
Lords of the Var Book 5: A Qurilixen World
Novel
Historical Spanking Erotic Romance
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A Time Travel Romance
A Pirate's Quest

Ms Opeia Gayens, head of AllEarth Corp, has a
problem—her company is rotten with Space Pirates. She
wants to get rid of them once and for all. An unexpected
invitation to dinner challenges her plans to be the bait that will
draw the nasty pirates out. It’s been forever since she’s been
on a date—just been Opi. Somehow, Owain McDevitt, mildmannered, potato farmer from the planet Islay 2 is drawn into
the intrigue. Yet, no one is who they seem, least of all Owain
McDevitt. Betrayal after betrayal threatens Opi’s existence
and she must discover who the traitor really is before she can
find her true path to happiness.
Abducted! Forcibly taken from her home in New Orleans,
Cristabel Albay found herself a prisoner aboard an enemy
ship-and soon thereafter, transferred into the vile hands of
blood-thirsty pirates! War waged between the newly liberated
United States and King George. Still, Cristabel would soon
discover that British sailors were the very least of her worriesfor the pirate captain, Bully Booth, owned no loyalty-no
sympathy for those he captured. Yet hope was not entirely
lost-for where there was found one crew of pirates-there was
ever found another. Though Cristabel Albay would never
have dreamed that she may find fortune in being captured by
one pirate captain only to be taken by another-she did! Bully
Booth took no man alive-let no woman live long. But the
pirate Navarrone was known for his clemency. Thus,
Cristabel's hope in knowing her life's continuance was
restored. Nonetheless, as Cristabel's heart began to yearn for
the affections of her handsome, beguiling captor-she
wondered if Captain Navarrone had only saved her life to
execute her poor heart!
Sail to England. Return the enchanted heart. Save the devil’s
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soul… Dianna’s in over her head. The Queen is her ship now.
Hers to sail with a crew to keep safe as they voyage across
the Atlantic to stop Maria’s evil plan of killing her mother. The
stress of responsibility, her pregnancy, and helping Henry
deal with his PTSD has become a nightmare from which she
has nowhere to run. Henry is suffering, refusing to let her in,
and Dianna is worried that their love won’t survive the
tumultuous journey ahead. Just when she thinks all hope is
lost, a massive storm hits and threatens to sink The Queen.
By some miracle of fate, Dianna survives and finds herself
alone, stranded on an island to fend for herself. But she soon
discovers that the isle may not be as deserted as she
thought. Can she charm her way to safety and find her crew?
Or will she be forced to stay on the island forever? Fans of
OUTLANDER and PIRATES OF THE CARRIBEAN give
praise for The Blackened Soul!
Sheltered and lonely, Jon's life changes drastically when a
strange ship sails into the harbour of his small port town one
day. Trapped between the possessive pirate captain and his
murderous first mate, he must learn to adapt or he will lose
himself completely. An epic tale of love, treachery and
revelation, this first installment of the Baal's Heart trilogy
brings you into the lives of three men so bound together by
jealousy and lies that they must sail to the very ends of the
earth to find forgiveness. Deckard's first novel is a masterful
portrayal of sorrow, hope, and passion, with a narrative that
twists the reader through a world set in the Golden Age of
Piracy. A thrilling look into the darker side of human nature,
Caged effortlessly melds serious historical fantasy with five
star erotica.
The Blackened Soul
Pirates, Princes, & Payback
Pirate's Kiss
His Forever Kiss
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Pirate's Promise

An unwanted job in a tavern, an abusive
boss and a desperate existence leaves
Charlotte dreaming of escape. There
seems no prospect of that until a
notorious pirate shows up for a drink one
evening. The Pirate’s rough, coarse, and
sexist – usually the type of man she’d
never entertain. So why can't she say
no? This is an adult explicit steamy short
erotic historical romance. This book
contains explicit themes of spanking,
public sex acts and debauchery.
“A breathtaking romance filled with
sensuality and driven by a brisk and
thrilling plot…. Katharine Ashe writes
with eloquence and power—what a
compelling read!” —New York Times
bestselling author Lisa Kleypas “You’ll
be swept away.” —New York Times
bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries An
absolutely amazing debut novel from
Katharine Ashe, an exceptional new
voice in historical romance, Swept Away
by a Kiss is the first book in an exciting
new series—the story of a society jade
who thinks she’s done it all until she
meets the devil himself. Piracy, intrigue,
rogue lords with a dangerous secret…can
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love unmask the Masters of
Masquerade? Read Swept Away by a Kiss
and find out!
Grace is trapped in a loveless marriage
to the stuffy English Lord, Percy DeWitt.
One night she snaps and flees from the
quiet life of their English country manor
to a seedy dockside tavern. Waking the
next morning with no memory of the
night before, she finds herself captive of
the dark, but sensual Captain Morgan.
Torn between her pirate captor and her
quiet life in the English countryside
Grace faces serious questions about
love, lust and money in this steamy, new
romance on the high seas.
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